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Conclusion

lvlyths often eclipse facts when it comes to popular images of Pros-

titution and other kinds of sex work. These myths are Promulgated in the

media and by potiticians and partisan interest groups. some are rooted in

cenfuries-old stereofrpes, while others are of more recent origin, such as

the conflation of prostitution with sex traffi.cking. The fictions are only rein-

forced by writers who defi.ne prbstitutjon monoiithically-reducing it to

patriarchal exploitation and vioience or, by contrast, highlighting empow-

erment and therapeutic recreation. This essentialist quest is misguided' To

define prostitution in such reductionist ways is to reify constructs that are

best treated as variables, not constants.

I offer an aiternative-a perspective that recognizes the complexify of sex

work across time, place, and trpe. Empirically grounded anc theoreticallir

nuanced, the polymorphous paradigm is superior to simplistic monolithic

approaches. This paradigm requires (r) maior rethinking of commonsense

understandings of prostitution, (z) reexamination of the factors typically

associated with prostitution (e.g., violence, disease, drug addiction, orga-

nized crime, and trafficking), and (3) careful documentation of how prostitu-

tion manitests itself in different geographical settings and in different sectors

of the trade. The material presented in the book provides strong evidence

contradicting some popular myths as well as thre central tenets ot- the opPres-

sion paradig; While certain experiences are common to prostitution (cop-

ing with stigma, managing client behavior, avoiding risks), research indicates

that other work-related experiences, as well as the harms fpically associated

with prostitution, vary greatlY'

Examination oi legal prostitution systems further shatters poPular ste-

reotypes. This book, utotrg with a few other recent studies of legal pros-

titution,, throws light on a world that difrers in some important respects

from the conventional images of prostitution held by most people'

Although no existing system is problem free, the evidence presented in

this book suggests that prostitution can be organi zed in a way that is
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superior to blanket criminalization and marginalization. There is nothirg
inherent in prostitution that prevents it from being structured iike other
service occupations, aside from the stigma associated rn'ith it (the stigma
attached to pornography and stripping does not prevent them from oper-
ating as quasi-conventional businesses). Stigma is extremely important,
however, as it interferes with the smooth functioning of anv legal pros-
titution system. Indeed, philosopher Lars Ericsson considers moralistic
public attitudes toward sexualiry in general and commercial sex in par-
ticular to be the biggest obstacle to the evolution of what he calls "sound

prostitution." Ericsson r,r'rites,

Cur outlook as far as sex roles, reiations between the sexes, and sexuality
are concerned fis archaic and has] . . . negative efrects not oniy on prosti-
tution and prostitutes but aiso on the reiations befween the sexes gener-

"11). 
. . . A sound prostitution is, first of all, prostitution that is allowed to

function in a social climate freed from emotional prejudice. . . . In order
to improve prostitution we must first and foremost improve our aftirudes
toward it.'

A yoke of d"isreputabiliry hangs over commerciai sex that, if lifted, would
allow existing legal prostitution systems to operate more openly and iess

controversially.

If stigma casts a shadow over legal prostitution systems, these regimes
also face a host of practical challenges-to be expected n'henever a vice is
decriminalized and legalized. The magnitude and kind-s of challenges vary
from place to place and are usualiy most acute during the early formative
Years postlegalization. Although some jurisdictions have faced relativeiv
few problems from a regulatory standpoint (e.g., Nevada, New Zealand,
New South Wales), most others have confronted significant challenges in
the afterrnath of legalization. Implementing legal reforms is ofren a dilficult
and uneven process and may ignite criticism or stiff resistance from vari-
ous quarters-sex workers, business o\lrners, residents, the media, churches,

local officiais tasked with new responsibilities, and antiprostitution groups.

In addition to opposition from forces in civil societv; a legai prostitution sys-

tem is usuall)'rulnerable to denunciation from abroad as weil, by some other
governments and internationai organizations. All of this can render the nor-
malization process quite precarious.

Philosopher Christine Overali has argued, "lt is irnaginable that prosti-
tution couid alwavs be practiced, as it occasionally is even rlo\4r, in circrun-
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stances of relative safety, security', freedom, hygiene, and Personal control-"'

I want to emphasize the word "imaginable" in Overall's remark. This book

can be read. as a fi.rst step in imagining an alternative to the conventional

wisdom-one in which sex work is charactenzed by "relative salet,v, secu-

rity, freedom, hygiene, and personal controi." Nlost existing legal prostifu-

tion systems have registered. a degree of success in achieving one or more

of these goals for at least sorne categories of sex workers, although none has

f.rlly realized all of these ideals.

Legalization and Gender Relations

In every legai prostitution systern that I know of, the state has focused almost

exclusively on women who sell sex. The regulations are applied primarily to

women, with male sex workers and their managers usually left out of the

monitoring system. It can be said that maie prostitutes therefore benetrt from

decrj.m rnahzation in these nations but are ieft iargelv untouched by the regu-

lations and controls. This gender bias mirrors larger debates about prostitLt-

tion policies, which pivot on the reiationship befween female providers and

male ciients. Ignoring maie sex workers, critics argue that legalization ratifies

and normalizes men's serual use of women by giving prostitution the state's

stamp of approval. So, whatever the practical benefits of legalization., some

people will reject it because of what it seems to symbolize-men's access to

women's bodies or the very notion that men have a lega1 "right" to buy sex

from women who otherwise would be unavailable to them.a The existence

of prostifution in general and legal prostitution in particular, critics argue,

cornmodifies women and reinforces the broader cultural objectification of

them.
This larger context is important. We have witnessed a steadiiy growing

se,rualization of Western culture over the past fwo decades, manifested in

increasingly permissive sexual attitudes, emergence of new eroticisrTls,

growth oi the sex-toy market, and proliferation of sexual themes in music,

movies, television shows, and commercial advertisements.t Whatever one

thinks of these trends, it is clear that th.y are not driven solely by men;

women are actively involved as wel1.6 Insofar as this ubiquitous cultural sexu-

alization serves to reinforce the public's interest in sex, whether unpaid or

paid, it can be argued that these trends do not augur well for abolishing sex

work. If the latter is true, prostitution will continue to exist, whether legal or

not-so the question becomes one of minimizing harms and empowering
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workers to the maximum extent. Criminalization satisfies neither of these

goais, as many feminists recognize: America's premier womerfs rights orga-

nization, the Na-rional organization for women (Now), passed a decrimi-

naLization resolution ,.u.iul decades ago. The resolution declares that Now
.,opposes continued prohibitive lar,r,s regarding prostitution, believing them

to be punitive" and "therefore favors removal of all laws relating to the act of

prostitution."T I now turn to a consideration of some practical aspects of legal

prostitution sYstems'

Best Practices

The quesrion of whether it is possible to identiff gold standards applicable

to ali systems of legal prostitution has rarely been raised- Ericsson's "sound

prostitution" ideal has the following ingredients: it is legal, voluntarf' and

restricted to aduits; grants sex workers the same rights as other workers; and

is destigmatized and recogn tzedas fulf.lling "a socialty vaiuable function' by

..decreasing the amount of sexual misery in socieryi'8 These are general prin-

ciples, r,r,hich can be distinguished frorn the practical challenges involved in

irnplementing them.

Each nation that has legalrzed prostitution has impiemented a model that

d.ifrers in at least sorne ways from that of other nations. There has been some

cross-fertilization from one setting to another, but much of the experimenta-

tion has occurred in a national vacuum. This leaves open the questions of

whether we can identifi, a set of generic "best practices" and u'hat the proPer

criteria are for evaiuating a regulatory system. Some writers who discuss

prostitution policies focus exclusiveiv on the desires of sex workers' Sex

workers are absoiutely central to the success or failure of any new regime' but

it is also important that reforms take into account (but not be determined

bv) the interests and preferences of oltrelevant parties-local residents, own-

ers of sex businesses, sex workers, and state officials resPonsible for public

order, health, ffid safetY.

Drawing from the vice-legalization models Presented in chapter 4 as

well as my analysis of existing iegat systems, I offer the follor'r'ing set of stan-

dards. These standards may not be fully comprehensive, but thty do address

the central pillars: visibitity, erigibitiq,, health, safetl', and rights- The start-

ing poinr is that consensual adult prostitution be fficialty recognized as work

and that participants be accardedlhe rights ond protections available to those

involved in other occuPations'
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v-'isibilitv

. Nlinimize public visibilif,o and encroachment on nonParticipants- Those

who favor unfettered decriminali.-ation wil1 argue that minimizing visibilitv

runs counter to the larger goal of norrn altzatton, but I argue that keeping

prostifution as d.iscreet as possible is a superior goal in light of the risk of

backlash if the sex sector is too obtrusive. Keeping it iargeiy out of sight will

re,Juce the chances that residents and others will mobilize to recriminalize it.

Another advantage is ihat workers' eKposure to public view and to demean-

ing cornments from peopie is reduced. I should note that this point best

applies to newly iegal systems in places where there is no preexisting identifi-

able red-light area. It is less relevant to a setting where prositution has long

existed in a particular geographicai area (prior to formal legalization), such

as in Amsterdam's centrally located red-light district, where commercial sex

was thoroughly entrenched in the local cuiture and tourist economy prior to

formal legalization in 2ooo.

. prohibit sexually oriented businesses from iocating near schools and

playgrounds.
. An alternative to highly visible window prostitution is the enclosed build-

ing containing indMdual rooms-such as the hotel-brothels in Germany or

the interior window rcoms or courtyards in some places in the Netherlands.

\,Vhile the buildings themselves are obviorls centers of sexuai commerce, the

workers and clients are not Visible from the street.

, Street prostitution should be discouraged, in accordance with the minimum-

visibility maxim and the probLems associated with street prostitution set

forth in chapter 3. Most states that have decriminalized prostitution ban the

street variety because of the problems associated with it. The street sector

is difficult to manage in a way that reduces harms and, according to some

analysts, is inherently problematic. Zoning street work into a particular area

rarely remedies problems even when there are amenities and safeguards in

place, as in the Dutch Tippelzones, most of which have now been closed-

Street prostitution in New Zealand and New South Wales, Australia, is

allowed subject to public-nuisance laws, but the street market continues to be

contentious in both places, and the workers continue to face more risks than

do their indoor counterParts.

. In line with the preference for invisibility, there should be no restriction on

one or two sex workers operating out of their own residences, subject only

to existing laws regarding public nuisance and a prohibition on signage on

the premises. More than two providers at any private location in a residential

communify increases the number of clients and, hence, the chances of public
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annoyance' The idea of decriminalizing sole operators has a long lineage'

being one of ttte p'opoJof 'f" 
i*a*"'tWolfenden Committee in Britain

50 years ago; today, some nations allow sole providers to operate free$

. Advertising and signage should be sensitive to what the locai communiqv

u'illtolerate.Buttoreducepotentialoffensiveness,advertisingonbillboards
should be prohibited, *i Ugt'"*t on sex businesses should be discreet' ln

some places, existrng Jot'i"y f"*s may be suficient to restrict improper

marketing' ea.nttti'ittio"*;Ji;;*' 't'orrta 
ut permitted' so long as this

does not take the form of unwelcome PoP-uP ads and instead requires con-

sumers to search for services'

EligibilitY
. Prohibit minors from participating in tlre-sex.trade' This is a common

feature of legal O'""to"li"tlystem"s 
and should be a universal rule' In most

piaces, the minimum age is set at r8' 
rA ( o. o.olescents seek'

. Exclude minors from premises where sex is sold (e'g'' adolescents seeking

titillation, chiidren of brothel workers)'

. Instead of p""i'f itg ""I"'"ge 
prostitutes' the government sho'19 create and

fund robust p'og'u*"o-i"inute their exit from prostitution' enlisting a net-

work of servic. o-v]u.r, i" promote rehabilitation and reintegration' The same

resources should be t;;;J;;;u*t sex workers who wish to leave the trade'

. Sex workers shourd not be forced to register or be ricensed. This has been

problematic almost tl"ty*t"" it has been tried' As NOW warned decades

ago, mandatory regsration "wil result in ongoing persecution of women

who will not register because they do not wish publidy to proclaim them-

selves prostitut"t] ;;;;;td tontt"" include how the personal informa-

tion would be tt"a' f'o* secure it would be' who would have access to it'

and whether tt" "toJ'would 
be expunged after one stops selling sex' ln

short, registration has much stigmatizing potential and will be resisted by a

large number of workers' who u'ill have no option but to oPerate illegally and

hence more vulnerablY'

. Borio.ru.' 
't'oora 

i' ii"'nsed' just 
T T3:'*:T."- ,ffi;tJJfifit

brothels, massage pariors' and escort agenct

displayed on'i" pit*i"'' 'o 
th"t clients know the business is legal'

. Conduct thorough background checks on the operators of sex establish-

ments to a.t..roio. *t eter they have been convicted of crimes invoiving

d.rugs, finances' coercion' or violence' A conviction for such crimes should

beEoundsfordenia]ofalicense'Prostitution.relatedoffensesthatoccurred
prior to legaiizat'o; shouid not be held against actors operating under the

Conclusion I ""9



new system (e.g., running an illegal brothel in the past should be irrelevant)'

uniike the currenr practice in the Netherlands, the burden of proof should

not be placed on the applicants/operarors, nor should th.y be rejected simpiy

on the basis of suspicion of iilegal activit,v. The authorities must Prove that an

operator has committed a crime'

, conduct period.ic, unannounced site visits to sex businesses, to ensure that

the business is comprprg with the rules. The poiice' public heaith board' and

building-code agency should conduct such visits in a routine and proies-

sional manner; they should not take the form of massive paramiiitary raids'

as occurs in some cities in Germany'

. If a licensing board. exists, its roie should be limited to receiving applications'

conducting background checks on applicants, and reviewing anotner agen-

cy,s site visits to licensed premises. The criterla for granting an application

should be concrete-not subject to vag;r.re references about "the reputation'

of an applicant, as in Queensland, Australia.'o The licensing authorify should

have no polic,v role, as it does in eueensland, where by law it is required to

advise the Minister of ]ustice on various matters, inciuding ways to reduce

the number of sex workers in the state. The latter function wouid seem to

lessen the board s inciination to grant licenses, which helps to explain why so

few have been granted in Queensland'

. A two-tiered structure of legal and illegal sectors is common in legal

prostitution systems, but the size of each sector is influenced by the kinds

of regulations adopted. The less onerous anrj costly the regulations, the

smalier the size of the illegal sector (the latter is virtually nonexistent in

New Zealand)." When the regulations are extensive' expensive' stigmattz'

ing, and perceived as arbitrary or discriminatory compared to other busi-

nesses, this amplifies the temptation to opt out and operate illegally' The

costs of a license and of complrng with the regulations should not be such

as to force operators out of the legar market, as in Queensland' The costs

should be comparable to those of other service agencies: there should be

no special, added 
..sin tax." At the same time, an overly minimalist system

can be a problem. Recall the German government's judgment that the zooz

decriminalization law had "only to a limited d"egree" achieved its stated

goals and that 
..a rnore broad-based approach to regulating prostitution

is required.,,,, Although crimes related to prostitution have declined since

zooz.,the German raw d.oes not require owners to provide good working

cond.itions (such as hygiene and safety) in their establishments' A laissez-

taire system can result in insulicient safeguards and controls, disemPower-

ing sex workers'
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Ilealth

' Encourage safe-sex practices, including condom usage. Although difficult to
enforce, safe-sex Practices serve the interests of all parties invoived. as well
as pubiic health generally. Heaith officials should conduct safe-sex outreach
education with sex workers, clients. and managers, as they do in many exist-
ing legal prostitution systems.

' Regular health examinations should be encouraged but not mandated and
should be oftered free of charge to sex workers (as is the practice today in
several legal prostitution systems). Compulsory testing for sexually trans-
mirted infections stigmatizes sex workers, tests are not always accurate, and
testing clean on a certain duy may give the false impression that a person is
se-rually healthy afterward. Still, workers (and customers) should be encour-
aged to be tested periodically and to routinejy practice safe sex.

Rights

' Guarantee workers' rights to refuse to engage in any sex act and to refuse to
service a particular Person. These rights supersede those of ciients and busi-
ness owners. Employers shouid be held responsible for ensuring that their
workplaces are free of coercion and harassment.

' Prohibit discrimination agarnst sex workers and business operators. An
example is the systematic refusal of banlis in the Netherland.s to loan mone-v
to anyone involved in the sex industry forcing them to seek other (perhaps
questionable) sources of fundi-ng.

' Sex workers and business owners should be exempt from patrng an)'unpaid
taxes accrued prior to d"ecriminalization. Taxation shouid not be retroactive.

' Expunge the criminai records of ind.ividuals with prostifution-reiated arrests
and convictions received prior to legalization, freeing them of the stigma of a
criminal record.

Safery

' Intensift sanctions against those who abuse sex workers. Thi-s pertains to cli-
ent violence, parasitical pimping, sexual harassment b1, managers, and coer-
cive or fraudulent trafficking. RegarCing pimping, laws criminalizing arl,vone
r'r'ho "lives off the earnings of a prostitute" should be repealed because they
couid appiy to a nonabusive bol.friend, fiiend, or husband.. punishment
shou-ld be restricted to those u'ho are r.iolent or coerciveiy exploitative-for
exampie, forcing a person to work at certain times, to earn a certain amount

:j;:"e1' 
before she or he can leave work, to perform disiikeci sex acts, and

7_.-
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. Facilitate the reporiing of abuse by educating police and other authorities

to treat prostifutes as persons with rights, whose protection is the respon-

sibility of state officials. This means sensitivity training for all ofiftciais who

have professional contact with legal sex workers and requires a paradigm

shift away from viewing them as deviants and prostitution as an immoral
enterprise. The process can take a fairly long time, given the long history

in which prostitution has been marginalizeC and stigmatized. We should

expect some cultural iag-that is, societal toleration and acceptance lag-

ging well behind 1ega1 retorm-but where prostifution has been legalized,

it is imperative that government officials learn to treat it as a conventional

enterprise.
. Create a hotline through which clients and sex workers can anon)rrnously

report to the police suspected. abuse of another sex worker. Such a hotline

exists in the Netherlands today.

Policy Review and Enforcement

. The government should sponsor periodic review of prostitution-relateC

laws and policies and their implementation and should rectiry any problems

identified in the review.

. If evaluations are conducted by an existing agency (e.g., lvlinistry of

i::: :'#:ffi:H; : : : *:ifi '#::iJ: 
::1,:T ;:::: : : i i l,l h*

arrangement is creation of a separate agency wittr special expertise on

the sex industry. Such an agency must include representatives of the sex

industry on its board. This helps to ensure that the interests of owners

and workers are taken into account in deiiberations regarding law, poiicy,

administration, or enforcement. As a Canadian panel emphasized, "sex

workers should be regarded as experts in any law or policy decisions

affecting the sex industry."'3 The members of irtrew Zealand's Prostitu-

tion Law Review Committee include government officiais, operators

of sex businesses, and representatives of the New Zealand Prostitutes'

Collective.
. In a newly legal system, it is important that prostitutes and their employ-

ers be informed of their rights and obligations under the law, and it is the

government's responsibility to ensure this.
. Regoiations are one thing; enforcement is another. It is crucial that the

authorities actually enforce all regulations and are given the resources to do

Conclusion
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In addition to allo*irg sole operators to work from their o\^rn residences,

governments should be open to the idea of permitling worker cooperatit'es,

that is, a small number of indir,iduals who work together in the same (non-

residential) location without a boss or manager. The workers would make

all decisions collectively, provided that they compiy with general norms on

health, safeq,, and rights. This cottage-industry model was supported by

three Canadian commissions as well as several other bodies'a and is allowed

in some (but not all) current legai prostitution systems. Criminologist ]ohn

Lowrnan asks a related question: "What if escort services or other venues

were to be run by non-profit societies, with some of the revenues being used

to provid.e serr.ices for prostitutes?"'s A prostitutes' rights organizatton could

play this role, for example. The go\rernment might sell proPerfy to the orga-

nization, whose members would organize and run it in a way that maximizes

workers' interests. A group of Dutch scholars and the sex workers' organLza-

tion Red Thread recently floated a proposal for a broader public-private part-

nership. "The managing collective consists of (ex-) sex workers, rePresenta-

tives of sex workers, residents who live near the sex facility, and, if necessary,

management and financial professionals. The collective leases space from the

local government for affordable prices and organizes and manages the sex

faciliwl"u The locai government's role wouid consist of enforcing antipimp-

ing lar,rrs, iicensing and monitoring venues to ensure safe working conditions,

and pror.iding certain serr.ices (e.g., health care) to the workers.'; This idea

was more than just u'ishful thinking: the group located four buildings in

Amsterdam with existing rn'indow units that th.y n'anted to buy, but they

could not arrange financing.'8

What about the United States?

ls decriminalization or legaiization possible in the United States? Nevada

and R.hode Island show that a iiberal policy is not a completel,v: foreign

idea in modern America. Yet Nevada's -system of legal, regulated brothels

is restricted to remote rural areas, and Rhode lsland recently criminalized

prostitution after 30 years of tolerance of the indoor sector. Chapter 3 showed

that prostitution policies in the United States have grown more repressive

o\rer the past decade-with new laws, stiffer punishments, increased target-

ing of clients, md crackdowns on indoor operators in some jurisdictions.

We might wonder why American prostitution policy has become steadill'

less tolerant in the context of tr ro larger trends: the gror,r'ing sexualization of

Conclusion
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popular culture and the gradual if incomplete normalization of some other

kinds of lice or deviance over the past 4o years (gambling, marijuana use,

gay rights, pornography, etc.)." As two analysts point out, "On the roster of

victimless crimes, only the laws against prostifution have resisted fliberaliz-
irg] change in the United States during recent decades."'o Why?

There are several reasons: (r) victimization or harm is viewed as rnuch more

prevalent in prostitution than in some of the other areas (marijuana use, gam-

bling, gay rights); (z) a largely silent constituency: despite the fact that many

sex workers and clients favor decriminalization, they have been reluctant to

mobili ze for reform;" (:) a shakier rights justification: the "right" to control

what one does sexually with one's body is frequently advanced but has not Per-

suaded policymakers (in contrast to gay rights, abortion rights, free-speech

rights underlying pornography); (+) a lack of debate in politlcal circles and in

the media regarding aiternatives to criminalization; (;) limited public support

tor decriminalization in the United States compared to many other nations

and in contrast to Americans' overwhelming support for legal garnbling and

medical marijuana and growing support for gay rights; (6) weak or nonexis-

tent alliances between sex workers' rights groups and other influential interest

groups, especiully women's rights organizations; and (Z) potent opposition: a

robust and influential coalition of interest groups on the right and left commit-

ted to keeping prostitution itlegal and criminalizing other Vpes of sex work.-

This roster of forces operating against liberalization of prostitution poli-

cies should not be taken to mean that legai reform is irnpossible in the

United States in the future. Liberalization is clearly beyond the pale in the

vast majoritv of jurisdictions, but it is possible that a particular cify or state,

one known for its tolerance, might ernbrace a more lenient approach in the

future. Recall that San Francisco came close to embracing de facto decrimi-

nalization in zoo8, when 42 percent of ciff residents voted for a measure

that would have prevented the police from making prostitution arrests, and

a remarkable de jure decriminalization bill was presented in the Hawaii leg-

islature in zoo 7.'3 It is also possible that a state court might follow Canada's

lead and declare the state's prostitution law unconstitutional (in September

2o1o, a Canadian court ruled that the prostitution laws "are not in accord

with the principles of fundamentai justice" because criminalization contrib-

utes to the endangerment of prostitutes).'+ Although the general trend in the

United States is in the direction of greater repression, the possibility of lib-

erabtzation at the local level cannot be ruled out. The experiences of nations

where prostitution is legal and regulated could provide useful guidance for

any American jurisdiction that decides to move in that direction.

zL4 | Conclusion
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